There will be no leaks!

Now work faster and better so that you can move on to the next job that’s waiting. The Water Gate allows you to change out a valve, solder or glue on fittings and test lines all with the same tool, while under pressure. The seals are able to withstand temperatures as low as -20°F or as high as 225°F so you can work on refrigeration and boiler applications.

No need to buy multiple tools because you get 3 sizes in each Water Gate.

- Three Tools In One!
- Install or replace valves & tees with water in line
- Works with full port ball and gate valves
- Works on Copper, steel or PVC lines.
- Eliminates the need to shut off water to the rest of the building
- No need to drain, bread clog or freeze lines
- Pressure Rated to 65psi
- Replacement Seals available
- Customer satisfaction since 1968
- Made in the USA!
The Water Gate tool is easy to use. Just follow these simple steps.

**Step One**
Insert the appropriately sized Water Gate tool through the valve and into the pipe. Holding the handle, tighten the compression nut with a wrench to expand seal element. Caution: holding compression nut and turning handle may loosen lock nut.

**Step Two**
Remove the valve.

**Step Three**
Install new valve as required to insure a leak tight connection.

**Step Four**
Loosen the compression nut to relax the seal element and withdraw the Water Gate tool from the valve.

**Replacement Seal & Washer Sets**
1. Remove the lock nut from the end of the tool.
2. Remove the Seal assembly and replace with desired Seal assembly.
3. Replace the lock nut.